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SCI-FI • COMEDY • SPACE ADVENTURE … Wally Reddy, an aging, former TV
dancerzise King, along with wannabe rap star, the "Q,” in a terrible case of
interplanetary confusion and miscalculated identity, are abducted to a
faraway galaxy to lead a grass-roots insurrection against a maniacal
Despot and his oppressive regime.





Light years from earth, on the tiny
planet “Schulz-Lite,” a ruthless tyrant
Ky Yam Khan (the HO, “Head of Office”)
along with his sultry mistress Anu, and
a bully army, rule over the enslaved
inhabitants (the “Schulzies”).
Meanwhile, on planet Earth, the
luckless WALLY REDDY, part-time
jewelry salesman, one-time TV
sensation with his own DANCERCIZE
show, currently struggles to reinvent
his career in TV commercials. 
Wait! Back on Schulz-Lite, MARCO CORT,
a lowly surveillance technician, has a
different career trajectory for Wally. An
accidental bump of a systems interface
jolts the high-tech system into a
frenetic display of diverse, alien soap
operas, finally settling on “The Wally
Reddy Workout Show.”



The sheer energy and vitality displayed
in Wally’s dancersize routines inspires
Marco. The TV star’s rousing message -
“Every turn you take, every choice you
make, turns your life around!” –
convinces Marco that Wally is the man
to avenge his father’s murder and lead
his people against the brutal HO. 
Unaware of a fifteen-year radio-delay-
signal between planets, Marco
convinces his trusted comrades, the
beautiful EL BENTACOY and high-techie
whiz CLAUDE VERMAINE, to locate the
earth-bound Wally and, in a daring,
interstellar raid, using the planet’s
only rickety space shuttle, abduct Wally along with the cab driver, the aspiring rap legend-to-be Don Q-O-T,
and take them back to Wally’s apartment.
Against their wills, Wally and the “Q” are swept into the revolutionary fervor of Marco and his comrades. A
wild dance craze, “The Wally,” spreads through the mountain caves and jungle outposts, inspiring the helpless.
The planet goes dancing! But love doesn’t stop for a fierce, against-all-odds revolution. Wally and El Bentacoy
fall madly in love, and the Q finds eternal romance with Deva, the beautiful castle dancer. Young and old
Schulzies coalesce into a mighty, force. Led by the two song-and-dance men, Wally and the Q, Marco’s army,
against overwhelming forces and high-tech weaponry, finally triumphs over the HO and brings peace and
freedom to the Schulz-Lite planet.



No problem quoting Einstein when it comes to space and time, but he admitted more than once that his
theory did not extend to dancing or rapping.That’s why out-of-shape, out-of- luck Wally Reddy , once
king of the TV exercise craze, along with the rapper “Q,” who minutes before take-off was driving a cab
around smoggy LA, now find themselves on a planet, Schulz-Lite, they had no idea existed any more
than a nail salon on the North Pole. But time has its own exigencies, and if someone is to lead a
rebellion against a maniacal tyrant and restore peace in a distant galaxy, why not be the two of them?
And why not, as Einstein also was known to have said, in the midst of intense confusion and rebellion,
might they not each find love with two of the planet’s most beautiful women?



After working summerstock in Wisconsin and Minnesota and
a whirlwind round-the-world trip, Ken landed in LA and, while
washing dishes in pizza joints, was selected as a Writer-
Director Fellow, one of the first fifteen, to inaugurate the AFI.

There, he wrote the screenplay “The Well” for Canadian
producers. He wrote and directed short films featuring actors
Paul Winfield, Bonnie Bedelia and Rob Reiner. Ken wrote and
directed the feature film Howzer, honored at the New
American Directors series in NYC and later distributed by
Warner Bros. He’s written for TV shows “Knotts Landing “ and
“Family,” directed the TV Tony Randall show and worked as
an associate Writer-Producer and Director for CBS.

As a theatre director, he received the Inland Empire Theater
Award for Excellence in Direction and, as well, the publisher’s
Award of Literary Excellence. Currently, he has two published
novels, one of which was recently optioned for a teenage
animated-TV series.
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